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Answer the questions. 

1. How many different vowel sounds are in the word aggravate? _______________________

2. In the word alliteration, which syllable has a long vowel sound? _______________________

3. In the word accommodate, which syllable has a short vowel sound? _______________________

4. How many schwa sounds are in the word additional? _______________________

Write a spelling word for each definition. 

5. to impact or have an effect upon; to put on a specific appearance _______________________

6. to argue in support and on behalf of, or a person who does so _______________________

7. to set aside and distribute for specific purposes _______________________

8. meaningful word parts added before or after base or root words _______________________

Write a spelling word that is a synonym for each word below. 

9.  neighboring  __________________________ (9 letters)

10.  partnership  __________________________ (8 letters)

11.  achievement __________________________ (14 letters)

12.  positive  __________________________ (11 letters)

Spelling List F-20: Prefixes: ad-, ac-, af-, 
            ag-, al-

adhesive
allegiance
accommodate
affect
aggression
adjoining
accessible

Spelling Words Review Words

irrelevant
immediate
innocent

acquaintance
adolescence

Challenge Words

affirmative
aggravate
alliance
adjust
accelerate
accomplishment
additional

affixes
advocate
affiliate
alliteration
addictive
allocate
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Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.  In the United Kingdom, officials swear an oath of _______________________ to the monarchy. 

14.  People tend not to adopt pets with histories of _______________________.

15.  Tyrel has to calculate how quickly balls _______________________ when rolled down slopes 
  with different inclines.

16.  Is the planetarium _______________________ to people with wheelchairs?

17.  Tori’s mother didn’t want her to _______________________ with troublemakers.

18.  Which _______________________ will work better for this project: tape or glue?

19.  Joaquin had to _______________________ his clothes after he tumbled down the grassy hill.

20.  It’s easy to develop a reliance on _______________________ substances and activities.

Answer the questions. 

21.  What long vowel sound is in the word immediate? How many times?   _______________________

22.  Which review word has three syllables?      _______________________

23.  Which four-syllable review word has no long vowel sounds?      _______________________

24.  Which challenge word has a silent consonant?      _______________________

25.  Which challenge word has a long vowel sound?      _______________________

adhesive
addictive

accessible
allegiance

 adjust
 accelerate

 affiliate
 aggression 
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ANSWER KEY

three

fourth

second

three

affect

advocate

allocate

affixes

adjoining

alliance

accomplishment

affirmative

Spelling List F-20: Prefixes: ad-, ac-, af-, 
            ag-, al-

adhesive
allegiance
accommodate
affect
aggression
adjoining
accessible

Spelling Words Review Words

irrelevant
immediate
innocent

acquaintance
adolescence

Challenge Words

affirmative
aggravate
alliance
adjust
accelerate
accomplishment
additional

affixes
advocate
affiliate
alliteration
addictive
allocate



Complete each sentence with a spelling word from the box. 

13.  In the United Kingdom, officials swear an oath of _______________________ to the monarchy. 

14.  People tend not to adopt pets with histories of _______________________.

15.  Tyrel has to calculate how quickly balls _______________________ when rolled down slopes 
  with different inclines.

16.  Is the planetarium _______________________ to people with wheelchairs?

17.  Tori’s mother didn’t want her to _______________________ with troublemakers.

18.  Which _______________________ will work better for this project: tape or glue?

19.  Joaquin had to _______________________ his clothes after he tumbled down the grassy hill.

20.  It’s easy to develop a reliance on _______________________ substances and activities.

Answer the questions. 

21.  What long vowel sound is in the word immediate? How many times?   _______________________

22.  Which review word has three syllables?      _______________________

23.  Which four-syllable review word has no long vowel sounds?      _______________________

24.  Which challenge word has a silent consonant?      _______________________

25.  Which challenge word has a long vowel sound?      _______________________
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/ē/; two times

innocent

irrelevant

adolescence

acquaintance

allegiance

aggression

accelerate

accessible

affiliate

adhesive

adjust

addictive

ANSWER KEY
Spelling List F-20: Prefixes: ad-, ac-, af-, 

            ag-, al-

adhesive
addictive

accessible
allegiance

 adjust
 accelerate

 affiliate
 aggression 


